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 In further connection with the African arc we may extract from the Annual
 Report of the Egyptian Survey Department the gratifying information that " the
 Geodetic Triangulation of the Nile valley has been definitely commenced." As the
 Uganda section has now been for some time in progress, we are able to congratulate
 ourselves that all parts of it lying in our own territory, with the exception of that
 traversing the British Sudan, are either completed or in hand.

 In many other directions Captain Lyons' report contains evidence of solid
 progress, and we can most heartily compliment him and his staff on the state of
 efficiency of the whole department. We may also congratulate those in charge of
 the finances of Egypt that they have recognized that a wise expenditure upon
 services, of which the direct usefulness may appear remote, is often the most
 enlightened policy, and not seldom the best economy. The example is one in
 which, in these days of growing materialism when governments are more and more
 reluctant to spend money upon anything that has no immediate practical application,
 we might ourselves take to heart.

 The Annual Report of the Survey Department of East Africa exhibits conditions
 very different to those obtaining in Egypt. In the first place, the country is one
 which does not yet pay its way, so that all expenditure is most rigorously
 scrutinized; and, secondly, the land is not occupied by an old-established popu-
 lation, with their system of landholding crystallized by centuries of usage, but
 is one in process of being thrown open to the white settler. The rate of influx
 of these settlers varies over large limits; but however quickly they may enter the
 country, the Survey must keep pace and give them their farms, properly marked
 out on the ground, and their title-deeds with correct plans of their holdings attached,
 with no undue delay. Up to two years ago large arrears of this work had accumu-
 lated. Now these arrears have been almost wiped off, and not the least interesting
 part of Major Smith's report is that describing a method of rapid allotment of farms
 tried experimentally over a substantial area of country.

 East Africa is possibly the first place where the attempt has been made to con-
 struct a general cadastral map as the country is opened out to settlement. The
 wisdom of this policy cannot be proved for many years; we can only hope that
 it will realize expectations and justify itself as a wise and economical one.

 E. H. H.

 AMERICA.

 EXPLORATION OF THE CANADIAN WEST.

 'The Search for the Western Sea.' By Laurence J. Burpee. London: Alston Rivers.
 1908. Price 16s. net.

 This book is in close relation with the ' Story of Exploration' series, issued by
 the same publisher, the only reason for its separate appearance being, apparently, its
 greater bulk. It forms a natural complement to the volume on the St. Lawrence
 Basin, by Dr. S. E. Dawson, and is equally satisfactory in its treatment of the
 subject. By extended study, Mr. Burpee lhas made the theme dealt with thoroughly
 his own, and has thus avoided the pitfalls which beset the path of a writer who has
 "got up" his subject for the occasion. While fully cognizant of the previous
 literature on the subject, he is not content to follow his predecessors blindly, and in
 not a few cases is able to correct errors into which they have fallen.

 Starting where Dr. Dawson's book left off, Mr. Burpee carries the story of
 exploration through the regions beyond the great lakes to the shores of the Pacific.
 As indicated by the title, he regards the efforts of the hardy pioneers, both
 French and English, as directed, amid all the minor influences at work, to the
 definite goal of the setting sun and the distant ocean. The narrative certainly gains
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 in point and unity by keeping this underlying motive in the foreground, though it
 would be a mistake to suppose that all the actors were consciously actuated by it.
 The vividness of the story is likewise enhanced by the grouping of the material
 according to the leading characteristics of the three main episodes, the first book
 being concerned with the efforts put forth by the " Northern Gateway," by agents of
 the Hudson Bay Co., and with Hudson bay as a starting-point; the second with the
 French pioneer work, from a more southern starting-point, in the region beyond
 Lake Superior; and the third with the completion of the task by British subjects
 after the overthrow of French dominion. A possible objection might be that the
 unavoidable overlapping, both chronological and topographical, especially of the two
 first sections, makes it somewhat difficult to keep in view the strict sequence of events,
 but this hardly, perhaps, outweighs the advantages of the arrangement adopted.

 Many matters of detail might be referred to, did space permit. Apart from the
 work of men like Hearne, Mackenzie, or La ?erendrye, much of the story has to do
 with names little known to the general public, though well deserving to be kept in
 memory. Henry Kelsey, one of the earliest pioneers to the west of Hudson bay, is
 the subject of a special chapter, though it is hopeless to attempt an exact reconstruc-
 tion of his route. We learn much of the work of Hendry, Turner, Fidler, Pond,
 and others, and the relative value of their performances is carefully appraised. We
 miss a connected narrative of the journey of Matthew Cocking (though it is several
 times alluded to), and the author was unable to gain access to the journals of Pond,
 which have only recently been brought to light. In the third book, full justice is
 done to the great journeys of Mackenzie, Thompson, Henry the younger, and
 others, though the order in which their careers are dealt with is a little difficult to
 account for.

 The book throws an interesting light on the policy pursued by the great fur
 companies, and the extent to which the results were due to the personal enterprise
 of the men employed. We are enabled to trace the fortunes of the various outposts,
 which served as halting-places or advanced bases for the more distant journeys,
 while the importance of the various natural gateways into the Far West, like the
 famous Frog and Grand Portages, is well brought out. There are numerous repro-
 ductions of early maps (not always, however, quite judiciously placed), and many
 excellent photographs of places and scenes. In regard to the general map, it is to be
 regretted that the too common practice of using one prepared with no immediate
 reference to the subject has been followed. Excellent in itself, it is filled with
 irrelevant modern details, while we look in vain for many of the early landmarks,
 such as Grand Portage, Kaministikwia, or Cumberland House. But this is a matter
 for which publisher rather than author must be held responsible.

 E.H.

 GENERAL.

 A VARIED CAREER.

 ' Dan to Beersheba.' By A. R. Colquhoun. London: Heinemann. 1908. Pp. xviii.,
 348. Portrait. Price 8s. 6d.

 We should have been the poorer for want of Mr. Colquhoun's narrative of his
 own career contained in the present volume. Few have had, or made, such
 opportunities for travelling as he, and few have had so many and varied experiences
 in imperial politics. For Mr. Colquhoun, by several previous works, has shown
 himseif an imperial politician of peculiar power and independence, and in this work
 we learn how he has achieved this position. India, Burma, Siam, China, French
 Indo-China, Burma again, South Africa, North and Central America-these are
 the lands where the bulk of his work abroad has been done. To geographers the
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